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SafeFoodTest.com   Americans with Disabilities Act Policy and Notice 

SafeFoodTest.com is committed to complying with all applicable provisions of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”).  It is the policy of SafeFoodTest.com not to 
discriminate against any applicant/student because of such individual’s disability or 
perceived disability so long as the applicant/student can perform the necessary task with 
regard to training and assessments/test/examinations.  Consistent with this policy of non-
discrimination, SafeFoodTest.com will provide reasonable accommodations to a qualified 
applicant/student with a disability, as defined by the ADA, who has made 
SafeFoodTest.com aware of his or her disability, provided that such accommodation does 
constitute undue hardship on SafeFoodTest.com.  Registrants/Examinees with disability 
who believe they need a reasonable accommodation to perform the essential functions of 
training/assessment should contact SafeFoodTest.com Customer Service department at 
service@safefoodtest.com or 562-292-0555.  SafeFoodTest.com encourages individuals 
with disabilities to come forward and request reasonable accommodations.  These 
accommodations will be made in a timely matter and on an individualized and flexible 
basis.  

Upon receipt of an accommodation request, a representative of SafeFoodTest.com will 
meet with the applicant/student to discuss and identify the precise limitations resulting 
from the disability and the potential accommodation that SafeFoodTest.com might make to 
help overcome those limitations.  SafeFoodTest.com will determine the feasibility of the 
requested accommodation considering various factors including but not limited the nature 
and cost of the accommodations and the impact on the ability of SafeFoodTest.com to 
conduct business.  SafeFoodTest.com will inform applicant/student and impacted 
SafeFoodTest.com representative of its decision on the accommodation request or on how 
to make the necessary accommodations.  If SafeFoodTest.com denies an accommodation 
request the applicant/student will be advised of their right to appeal the decision by 
submitting a written statement explaining the reason for the request.  If the request is 
denied on appeal, that decision will be considered final.  The ADA does not require 
SafeFoodTest.com to make the best accommodations, or to provide personal use items (i.e., 
eyeglasses, hearing aids, wheelchairs etc.). 

An applicant/student who has questions regarding this policy or believes that he or she has 
been discriminated against, based on a disability, should notify SafeFoodTest.com 
Customer Service department at service@safefoodtest.com or 562-292-0555.  All such 
inquiries or complaints will be treated as confidential to the extent permissible by law. 
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